PRACTICE SETTING AS AN ORGANIZING THEME FOR A LAW AND ETHICS OF LAWYERING CURRICULUM
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I. INTRODUCTION

The law and ethics of lawyering is now a distinct area of substantive law with a distinct place in the legal academy. Twenty-plus years of work by pioneers in the area\(^1\) has moved both the law that governs lawyers and its teaching from Watergate-induced forced entry into the legal academy to near-equal status among subjects in the law curriculum. The substantive law of lawyering area now has its own Restatement,\(^2\) an unusually diverse wealth of teaching materials and methodologies, and a vital and well-developed scholarly community. Much remains to be done, to be sure, but the progress in the law of lawyering during the past twenty years has been more pronounced than in most other substantive law areas.

The substance of the law of lawyering draws on contract, tort, agency, property, procedure, etc., but so do many upper-division subjects, such as administrative law, corporations, and criminal procedure. That is why university legal education traditionally has been organized around the teaching of a set of core courses in the first year followed by elective offerings, many of which draw upon the principles of the first year's basic curriculum.

As the substance of the area matures and the need to teach beyond the basic course emerges, the law of lawyering needs to pursue and develop its own jurisprudence, a jurisprudence of
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lawyering.³ To do so, we must find central organizing themes for the substantive law, and the attendant distinctions that guide curricular design will flow. Important curricular choices face us: should course offerings beyond the basic course be organized by doctrinal topic,⁴ by relationship with other substantive law areas,⁵ by practice setting,⁶ or by some other factor? This Article is about the curricular implications of finding one aspect of such an organizing theme. I propose that practice setting become the primary organizing factor for curricular development in the law of lawyering area.

II. THE LAW AND ETHICS OF LAWYERING IS ORGANIZED BY PRACTICE SETTING

Lawyers in different practice settings behave according to different sets of norms. In other words, the ethics of lawyering varies according to the practice setting in which the affected lawyer’s work exists. Because defining much of the law of lawyering depends on the norms of practice, so too the law of lawyering varies according to the practice setting in which the affected lawyer’s work exists. The simplistic notion that one set of legal rules, the American Bar Association’s (ABA) Model Rules (“Model Rules”)⁷ as modified by adoption in a particular jurisdiction, for example, govern every lawyer subject to their jurisdiction in precisely the same way is well behind us. Even the Model Rules acknowledge as much by their inclusion of rules that have application in only certain practice settings,⁸ and by the comments to other rules that establish practice-setting dis-

⁴. Under such a regime, course offerings beyond the basic course might be called, for example, Confidentiality or Conflicts of Interest or Limitations on Client-Getting Activity, just as upper-division torts electives are called Products Liability or Worker’s Compensation.
⁵. For example, substantial legal areas could be addressed in courses entitled Tort Aspects of the Law of Lawyering or Agency Law in the Lawyer Context.
⁶. For example, practice setting courses could be entitled Criminal Defense, Corporate Practice, Government Agency Lawyers or Child Advocacy Practice.
⁸. See, e.g., MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT Rule 1.13 (1983) (discussing the lawyer’s representation of an organization).
tinct norms or practice-interpretive principles. In sociological terms, expecting differences in norms from practice setting to practice setting is only a small step from Talcott Parsons's situational orientation theory explaining what motivates individuals to act as they do.

In order to know much about the differences in the law of lawyering that attend changes in practice setting, one must examine the culture of the particular practice settings, the nature of the lawyer-client relationship in the setting, and, to some extent, the substantive law upon which lawyers in the practice setting operate.

For example, in many respects the law that governs lawyers' conduct in the criminal defense practice setting differs from the law that governs lawyers' conduct in the in-house corporate counsel practice setting. To know how the law should differ between these two diverse practice settings, one examines the differences in culture between the two practice settings, the differences in lawyer-client relationships between the two, and, to some extent, the differences in substantive law between criminal law and corporate law. The differences in the law that governs the lawyers' conduct will diminish, though perhaps not entirely disappear, when the corporate lawyer finds herself defending the corporation against criminal charges.

The mere fact that principles from various areas of law are pulled together to form parts of another area is insufficient reason to spread the teaching of that other area throughout the curriculum. Although the law and ethics of lawyering pulls principles from a variety of other substantive law areas, the same can be said of corporate law, for example, and several other subjects typically taught in the second or third year. The mere fact that an area of law draws much from these core subjects has
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12. See infra notes 19-27 and accompanying text.
never meant, and should not mean for the law of lawyering, that the area should be taught throughout the curriculum or that its teaching should be organized around the connections it has with other substantive law areas. Professional responsibility law uses agency principles;\(^{13}\) so does corporate law.\(^{14}\) Professional responsibility law uses tort principles;\(^{15}\) so does corporate law.\(^{16}\) Professional responsibility law uses contract principles;\(^{17}\) so does corporate law.\(^{18}\) Professional responsibility law has a core of its own that in some respects is dependent on "other law"; so does corporate law. Does anyone suggest that corporate law should be taught not in its own course, but rather by sprinkling it across a variety of courses from whose substantive law principles it draws or by putting significant portions of its teaching into the hands of teachers of other subjects even if it also has its own course?

The law of corporations, like the law of lawyering, has its own jurisprudence, its own central principles that animate its study and practice. The thought that legal education should rely on

13. See, e.g., In re Goldstein, 85 A.2d 361, 363 (Del. 1951) (disciplining a lawyer who used client confidences for personal gain for breach of trust and noting "a lawyer is not permitted to traffic in his client's affairs for his own profit"); MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT Rule 1.8(b).


15. See, e.g., Spaulding v. Zimmerman, 116 N.W.2d 704, 710 (Minn. 1962) (holding that fraudulent nondisclosure of a material fact vitiated settlement contract); MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT Preamble, Scope and Terminology (1995) (defining the terms "fraud" and "fraudulent").


17. See, e.g., Rosenberg v. Levin, 409 So. 2d 1016, 1021 (Fla. 1982) (regarding contract rights analysis applicable upon lawyer discharge); MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT Rule 1.16(a)(3).

Torts, Contracts, Constitutional Law, Property, Civil Procedure, and Criminal Law teachers to convey the animating principles of corporation law by inserting some coverage of corporation law topics that are in one way or another connected to their respective courses is utterly foreign. To convey those animating principles, an area of the law needs its own course and curriculum, organized by its own principles, and taught by experts in that field.

The question then, for organizational purposes, is: By what factor is the law and ethics of lawyering organized? There may of course be multiple factors, but chief among them is the practice setting of the governed lawyer. What are the clues to identifying this organizational factor?

A. Practice Norms

Lawyers engaged in various practice settings have attempted to establish their rules and ethics apart from those of other lawyers. Some have attempted to draft model ethics rules for their practice setting. The creation of these expressions of what is different about the norms of practice in particular practice settings offers both insight and teaching material upon which to draw in a course about a particular practice setting.

B. Law of Lawyering

The law of lawyering distinguishes lawyers in different practice settings. Even viewing the law of lawyering in the narrowest possible way—merely the Model Rules and their interpretations by courts—it is clear that the law of lawyering differs from practice setting to practice setting in critical ways. Indeed, it must be so because the essence of the lawyer's role differs from practice setting to practice setting. The Model Rules themselves acknowledge as much by their inclusion of rules that have application in only certain practice settings, and by the comments to other


rules that establish norms-of-practice interpretive principles.\textsuperscript{21}

Implications of the confidentiality rules are different according to practice setting. Special implications of confidentiality apply to in-house corporate counsel,\textsuperscript{22} government practice,\textsuperscript{23} criminal practice, both prosecution\textsuperscript{24} and defense,\textsuperscript{25} and insurance defense,\textsuperscript{26} among others.

Circumstances that would present conflicts of interest in one practice setting do not do so in others.\textsuperscript{27} The definition of a party or person for purposes of Model Rule 4.2 changes from practice setting to practice setting.\textsuperscript{28} Even the fundamental measure of diligence and loyalty to the client vary in different practice settings.\textsuperscript{29}

Some of the Model Rules rely on what amounts to "trade usage" in the practice, which also differs from one practice setting to another, changing the law that governs lawyers in those practice settings accordingly. When Model Rule 4.1 defines the law governing negotiation conduct by reference to what amounts to
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\textsuperscript{23} See, e.g., In re Grand Jury Subpoena Duces Tecum, 112 F.3d 910 (8th Cir.), cert. denied, 117 S. Ct. 2482 (1997).
\textsuperscript{24} See, e.g., MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT Rule 3.8(d).
\textsuperscript{25} See, e.g., People v. Meredith, 631 F.2d 46, 53 (Cal. 1981).
\textsuperscript{26} See, e.g., Spaulding v. Zimmerman, 116 N.W.2d 704, 711 (Minn. 1962).
trade usage, it implicitly creates a rule of law that varies from practice setting to practice setting.\(^{30}\) Acceptable practice rules of the negotiation game are different in labor practice than in, say, family law practice or criminal law practice. Although these differences are, to some extent, referenced by differences in the substantive labor, family, and criminal law, they are to an even greater extent the product of the varying practice cultures and norms in these different practice settings. As such, if it is helpful to teach professional responsibility law as one part of a variety of different substantive law courses, the primary reason for doing so is to teach the norms of the practice-setting cultures that attend the substantive law field being taught.

C. Scholarship

The scholarship has begun to develop around practice-setting distinctions. Scholarship on professional ethics law as it relates to specific practice settings is current and rich.\(^{31}\) This material is at least as much about the practice settings, and the attendant trade usage of them, as it is about the imported law of torts, family law, administrative law, corporations, criminal law, and so on upon which lawyers in these various practice settings operate.

Working with the writing of key jurisprudence-of-lawyering scholars is advanced by a practice-setting orientation. Practice-setting distinctions are a key ingredient in an effort to apply and appreciate the lessons of Bill Simon, David Wilkins, or David Luban, for example.\(^{32}\) Knowing in what practice setting a law-
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yer exists tells a great deal about who should regulate that particular lawyer, what circumstances should dictate whether the lawyer should obey or not obey the law, and the breadth of ethical discretion that the lawyer has available to her. Their own scholarship, and others, has in some instances followed the practice-setting organizational theme.

D. Professional Development

As the legal universe and practice in particular continue to become more complex, the likelihood that individual lawyers will spend a career in a limited range of practice settings increases. Lawyers have changed and will continue to change employment situations more and more frequently, but they are also more likely to stay within a relatively small range of practice areas because of the significant investment necessary to achieve competence in a particular area. As such, the law and ethics of lawyering will continue to grow more specialized by practice setting as well.

Of the possible organizing themes, the practice-setting theme offers the greatest promise for the development of a coherent jurisprudence of lawyering and a coherent, multipart curriculum for the law and ethics of lawyering.


III. CURRENTLY USED CURRICULUM ADDITIONS TO THE BASIC COURSE COULD BE ORGANIZED BY PRACTICE SETTING

As the law of lawyering has become more complex, the need for multiple courses in the curriculum to cover its major components has emerged. The basic course exists in a wide variety of formats, certainly wider than the basic course in any other substantive law area covered in the curriculum. The two- or three-credit, free-standing basic course is by far the most popular, but the basic course also exists in the form of free-standing pervasive method, first-year live-client clinic, upper-division live-client clinic, long-term simulation, single semester simulation, a menu of contextualized choices, and the short-term blitz. By whatever formula it is designed, the basic course is now a given in legal education.

But the basic course is no longer enough, if it ever was. The mission of this area of law teaching is broader than that of other areas, encompassing not only the substantive law and the analy-
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38. For example, Stanford uses this method. See Deborah L. Rhode, Into the Valley of Ethics: Professional Responsibility and Educational Reform, LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS., Summer-Autumn 1995, at 139.
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sis skills that attend the teaching of other areas in the curriculum, but also moral development. As well, the substantive law of lawyering has exploded. The adoption of new test specifications for the Multistate Professional Responsibility Examination (MPRE) acknowledges that explosion by employing a "law-governing-lawyers approach." The scope of the new specifications indicates the breadth and complexity of the law of lawyering area. The basic course cannot do justice to the subject, any more than the basic Torts course could do justice to the complexity of that area without the offering of Products Liability, Compensation Systems, etc. Indeed, because of the moral development mission and the centrality of the law of lawyering to the life of nearly every law graduate, the argument for more than the basic course is stronger for the law of lawyering than it is for any other area of law.

By what theme, then, should the curriculum be organized beyond the basic course? I suggest that it should be organized not by substantive law connections but by practice setting.

Currently, in addition to being variously used as the basic course, live-client clinics, contextualized courses, pervasive method infusion into the curriculum, and simulations are used as additions to the basic course. Any of the four can in some circumstances be used to support practice-setting organized offerings.

A. Clinics

Many clinics are, and others could be, organized and structured to teach their practice setting, most classically the civil public service practice setting. In many ways, clinics have taught the special aspects of the lawyer's role in public service settings since the Council on Legal Education for Professional Responsibility (CLEPR) days and before. When clinics focus
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on the practice setting and are accompanied by readings and seminar sessions that address the culture and special rules of lawyering that most affect the public service practice setting, they are already an important aspect of a school's law and ethics of lawyering curriculum.

Live-client clinics have expanded well beyond the general civil public service practice setting\(^5\) to criminal defense and prosecution settings, to include, for example, family law practice\(^52\) and health care practice.\(^53\)

To an extent, externships with sound seminar components can work similarly. The practice settings for externships are boundless.

**B. Contextualized Courses**

Creating full-semester contextualized courses that focus on areas of practice, such as corporate practice, criminal law practice, and public service practice is one way to build a curriculum beyond the basic course.\(^54\) These courses were designed specifically to teach the law and ethics of lawyering for particular practice settings or employment circumstances.\(^55\) Created expressly for this purpose, these courses have significant promise for becoming the core of an advanced law and ethics of lawyering curriculum organized by practice setting. To do so, they should exist as additions to the basic course rather than as substitutes for it, as they currently exist at some schools. Nonetheless, these courses are designed to take advantage of the soundest and most promising of the possible organizing themes. Some of the contextualized courses use traditional teaching methodologies,
such as classroom analysis of cases and materials, while others use experiential methodologies.²⁶

C. Pervasive Method

The growth in popularity of the pervasive method in recent years has been astounding. Approximately two-thirds of the schools responding to the recent ABA survey indicated that they had implemented some form of pervasive method program, and interest is on the rise.²⁷

Fortunately, only a few of the schools using the pervasive method use the method as a replacement for a basic, required course.²⁸ As a replacement for the basic course, the pervasive method is doomed to fail: without the basic course, pervasive method offers too little and inconsistent coverage by faculty without expertise.²⁹ Such a regime would be without a theme and could never produce a jurisprudence of lawyering. Fortunately, though, in its modern version, the pervasive method is seen as an addition and not a replacement for the basic professional responsibility course.

The modern pervasive method is organized primarily according to connections between the law of lawyering and other substantive topics.³⁰ The polestar text for teaching by the pervasive method follows the basic, cross-cutting material with matters to be taught in “civil procedure, constitutional law, contracts, corporations, criminal law and procedure, evidence and trial advocacy, family law, property, tax, and torts.”³¹ The “central claim [of the pervasive method] is that legal ethics deserves discussion in all substantive areas because it arises in all substantive areas.”³² The text offers topics to be covered, some of which are
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subject-matter connected while others are practice-setting connected. In the torts chapter, topics include "Frivolous Cases and Malicious Prosecution" and "Competence and Malpractice," which seem subject-matter connected. "Joint Representation," addressing representation of personal injury plaintiffs and insurers/insureds, and "Solicitation" in the context of personal injury plaintiff practice, seem practice-setting connected but are also covered in the torts chapter. Similarly, the constitutional law chapter topics include "Freedom of Expression and Association," addressing limitations on the bar's power to regulate lawyer conduct, which seems subject-matter connected, and "Representing Groups" and "Representing the Government," which seem practice-setting connected. Other chapters are mixed similarly between the two rationales, with the balance appearing to slightly favor the subject matter connectedness rationale.

If we try to teach professional ethics law by a pervasive method, that is by teaching parts of it in a variety of courses, then we would do better to focus on the practice settings typical of lawyers who are working with the course's substantive law topics: in-house and outside corporate counsel for Corporations; public defenders, prosecutors, and private criminal defense practices for Criminal Law and Criminal Procedure; insurance defense and plaintiff's personal injury for Torts and Products Liability; and government agency practice for Administrative Law. The law of lawyering differs by practice setting, not by connections with the substance of various law topics. The pervasive method as presently conceived is organized primarily around the less than optimal theme: rather than being pervasive or divided up by substantive law course or subject area, the law and ethics of lawyering is more usefully organized around diversity of practice settings.
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D. Practice-Setting Specific Simulations

Practice-setting specific simulations have proliferated in recent years. They simulate a range of settings that include corporate practice, estate-planning practice, labor, administrative agency practice, and general commercial practice.

Many of these new simulation experiments are conducted as part of the related substantive law course. Because practice setting is a more efficacious organizing theme for the law of lawyering, practice-setting specific simulations, which coincide with the appropriate substantive law courses, should produce greater pervasive method benefits than merely having the corporations professor teach the aspects of the law of corporations that are imported into professional ethics law.

Through these practice-setting focused teaching, learning and research vehicles, a jurisprudence of lawyering may be fully developed. The offerings would, one might say, provide a pervasion of contextualized experiential education. They would pervade the curriculum in much the same way that the pervasive method coverage does. They would be contextualized in the best sense, teaching about a particular set of practice settings, and they would be experiential, placing students in the role of lawyers in the particular practice setting.

IV. CONCLUSION

The most efficient and constructive organizational theme for the law and ethics of lawyering curriculum is practice setting.
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Practice-setting differentiation allows a focus on the varying cultures of practice and the attendant differences in the law and ethics of lawyering that attach to the various practice settings. Creating experiential models for the education of lawyers that are about the ways lawyers behave, professional ethics, and professional techniques, can usefully advance the teaching and learning of professional ethics law and practice.